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Finding and Navigating through large databases

- Is a challenging task: complex, time consuming, costly, particularly where current documentation is not easily available
- Is a fundamental part of integration/ migration projects, but also warehouse builds, master data management projects, etc.
- with project and business risks if not correctly completed

This presentation introduces a structured approach which

- will be particularly helpful when exploring ERP systems
- gives simple systematic steps to discover the database structure
- provides a more robust foundation for complex data related projects
- speed up the data discovery process where some tools can be used
- suggest some potential tools to support the method
Agenda

- Context
- Outline the Discovery process
- Process walkthrough using Saphir 5.5 & Erwin 8
Integration / migration projects need to identify:

- What table information to move from one system to another
- Whether the same concept exists in both systems?
- What the database names are of the particular tables and fields

Common task also needed for:

- Building data warehouses
- Implementing master data management
- System Instance rationalisation
What information do we need for this task:

- Table names and definitions
- Column names and definitions
- Primary keys and Foreign keys

Where can we get this information:

- Database catalogue - reverse engineer with ERwin
- Model documentation - scanning through textual information
- Data Dictionary particularly for ERPs – some supplier tools or Saphir
Large databases

- Contain thousands of tables, millions of fields
- Names not necessarily meaningful in the database catalogue
- Documentation may not be easily accessible or reliable

This is then becomes a more challenging task?
Where is this a particular challenge?

- Enterprise systems, e.g. SAP, PeopleSoft, Oracle EBS, Siebel,
- Complex internal databases

Who needs to understand the challenge?:

- Business Analysts, data architects, information specialists
- Data Managers, Business Strategists, Process Architects
The Discovery Process

Some basic database constructs

- Table - holds records of information
- Relationship - links a record in one table to a record(s) in another table

Allows functions to navigate through the database structure

- Many functions using a table - accessed via different relationships
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Discovery Demonstration

Tools

- Saphir 5.5
- ERwin 8

Scenario

- A company wants to outsource some of its order packaging.
- An export is needed from SAP of the information about orders
- What SAP tables and fields should be used?
The DISCOVERY process - Summary
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The Discovery Process - Questions
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